Angelica Music
FOR ARTISTS
Angelica Music exists for you, to promote you, share your art, and help get your message to the people.
Below you will find information concerning Angelica Music and angelica-music.com. We understand that
all questions may not be answered, so feel free to contact john@angelica-music.com with any specific
questions. Thank you for your interest in our initiative.

WHAT WE ARE:
Angelica Music is an online magazine dedicated to promoting community by exploring and sharing music
and art throughout the Northeast.
Let Us Know What You’re Up To:
Send us songs, albums, videos, pictures, and updates about your tour. Ask for advice on where to play, or
who to contact. We do our best to keep our eyes open, but reach out to us.

WHAT WE DO:
Concert/Event Reviews:
We will send our writers and/or photographers to your concerts or events. We prefer to have a press pass
whenever possible. The idea is to paint a clear picture of the event so that the public can get a sense of
what the events entail and what your music is about.
News:
Are you releasing a new album or have a big gig coming up? Are you buying a bio diesel tour bus or want
to tell us about a unique festival your playing? We focus on live music, but if you need publicity in other
ways, we would love to tell your story.

Album Reviews:
Send us a copy of your album for review. We do not rate albums with any system such as stars or thumbs
up/down, instead we discuss the album as a whole, presenting information on the musicianship, lyrics,
song flow, and recorded sound.
Interviews:
Unlike some interviews, we strive to understand the artist as a person- their process, technique, and goals.
Rather than just using an interview to promote a new album or concert, we present a cohesive, in-depth
interview. Our aim is for readers to develop an appreciation for the passion that drives an artist.
Booking and Management:
We no longer help book shows, however, we would be happy to point you in the right direction. Contact
us if you are looking for help promoting or booking shows.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:
Send Us Photos or Videos:
If we are writing an article about you, send photos or videos to go along with it. Whenever possible, we
prefer high-resolution images.
Featured Playlist:
If we are writing an article about you, please send us a few songs to feature on our playlist.
Give Back:
Please post links to our site on your website, Facebook, or other social media. We are a place for music
lovers to learn about new music, so your fans will appreciate the link. We also ask that you help spread
the word to other artists and music appreciators. The larger our reach, the better we can help you in the
future.
Contact Us:
802-318-0564
john@angelica-music.com
Send letters and promotional materials to:
Angelica Music
138 Village Grove
Williston, VT 05495

